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ABSTRACT 

 
Aiming at the road accidents in India, we collected the data from a 
survey, on which we form the multidimensional association rule 
and its model of road accident data. M-dimensional rules are 
applied to discover the various causes and circumstances in 
happening of road accidents. Some preventive measures can be 
taken based on the above approach so that we can reduce the 
various causes of road accidents.        
 
Keywords: Road accidents, data mining, multidimensional 
association rule. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Road accident is a major problem in 
almost every major cities of major countries 
in the world. As we know that the due to the 
increment in the population and the facilities 
road transportation has increases day by day. 
To fulfill the day to day demand and supply, 
for the public transportation road is a better 
option. In India like big countries for the 
entire facilities road are better options. As 
the increase in the road transportation the 
danger of road accidents are also increases. 
According a survey more that 40 people 
every hour died in the road accident and in 
India it raises to 14 people every hour2,3.       

In general people collects the road 
accident data from the various survey 
reports, of a particular region on which they 
used mathematical statistics methods to 
calculate the probability of happening of 
accident and to analyze the causes of the 
accidents. These  methods does not reflect 
all kinds of conditional factor to prevent the 
causes of accidents.  

India has the highest number of road 
accidents in the world. Road accidents have 
earned India a dubious distinction. With 
over 130,000 deaths annually, the country 
has overtaken China and now has the worst 
road traffic accident rate worldwide2,3. It is 
well known that the accidents are not only 
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related to the any single cause but there are 
many other circumstances. This has been 
revealed by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) in its first ever Global Status Report 
on Road Safety3. The report pointed to 
speeding, drunk driving and no use of 
helmets, seat belts and child restraints in 
vehicles etc as the main contributing factors. 
How to find out the issues and analyzes the 
cause from a large number of accidents data 
by M-dimensional rule. Association rule 
mining4,5,7 is a method to discover the 
association rules or relation in the large 
amount of data, that is to find out the 
predicates (attributes) which often occur 
together, then symbolizes their relations in 
regular form1.    
 The M-dimensional association 
rule6,7 is an important technique in 
association rule mining which can 
decomposes the causes of the accidents and 
gain useful association rule expressions 
depending on the analysis of frequent degree 
decreasing the factors of accidents. The 
expression is like as2 “Cause1 & Cause2 & 
Cause3�Road Accidents”, “Cause1 & 
Cause2�Road Accidents”, “Cause1�Road 
Accidents”. 

As it turns the single factor theory 
into systematic cause theory which finds the 
only cause through mining the conditional 
factors of the road accidents. Based on the 
facts mentioned above we can find the facts 
and reduce the occurrence of accidents 
which can prevent many people to indulge in 
casualties and death.  

  
2. THE M-DIMENSIONAL MODEL  
    FOR ROAD ACCIDENT DATA 
 

M-dimensional (Multidimensional) 
data model is a key element of the 

multidimensional association rule technique. 
The data that we are used to define the road 
accident are multidimensional, like other 
large – scale data. By the help of this 
multidimensional data model we can 
describe and analyze the multidimensional 
character of data, in order to create a 
multidimensional logic model which we can 
simulate the real life problems.  

For this example we use the star 
schema model for representing the M-
dimensional databases. The data in the 
model is regarded as M-dimensional data 
cube, which consists of “Dimension and 
Fact” 1. The word dimension represents the 
view of human beings observing the 
problems, and it corresponds with a 
dimension form, while the term fact is the 
measure around the main subject which 
corresponds with a fact form. The fields in 
the fact form contain mainly the name and 
the measure of the fact, and the key value of 
each related dimension form. As to the 
general data of accidents, the dimension is 
the character of how the accident causes 
distributes in Person detail, Age, 
Education, Driving speed, Vehicle Type, 
Habits, Type of accidents, Place of 
accidents etc. where fields are taken from 
various surveys. And the fact is the 
information which is used to describe cause 
of accidents. Thus the M-dimensional data 
model is built for road accident data.   

 

According to the1  when using the 2– 
dimensional form to express the 
multidimensional concept, we can divide the 
multidimensional structure into two kinds of 
forms: one is fact form, which is used to 
storage the measures value of the fact and 
code value of each dimension; the other is 
dimension form. To each dimension, at least 
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a form will be used to save the metadata 
which is the characterizing information of 
the dimension, including the level of the 
dimension, the division of the members, etc. 
In this model, each dimension of the road 
accident data has no level, there is only one 
row of the dimension form, in which holds 
all legal values of the dimension. In the 
related fact form, these values can derive the 
column of the dimension. This kind of 

structure, in which fact form associate with 
dimension forms by the value of each 
dimension is called Star schema1. Fig. 1 
shows the star schema data structure of 
surveyed road accident data. This structure 
can be described by relational database, and 
be implemented by defining the main 
external-key key relative relation between 
facts and dimension forms. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Fig. 1 we express the multidimensional concept by 2-dimension relation. The above star schema can be 
used to inquire data and can be implementing in the relational database. For the above multidimensional 
model during the mining of the multidimensional rule first we search for frequent itemset by using the 
general concept of algorithm which is discussed in subsequent section. 
 
3. M-DIMENSIONAL RULE  
    EXTRACTION ALGORITHM 
 
Input: M-dimensional accident data, 
min_support and min_confidence. 
Output:  set of M-dimensional Rules. 

Process: 
 
Step-1:  Set index k = 1, ML = φ. 
Step-2:  Scan dataset and Produce 1-M-

dimentions candidate itemset 
(MC1).  

Road accident data 
table 

 
Person Detail  
Driver Age 
Education Key 
Driving speed   
Vehicle type  
Driver Habits  
Type of Accident   
Place of Accident 

 

Person Detail  
Table 
Social Security no 
Name  
Sex  
Living region  
Health status  
Experience of  
driving   

 

Education key Table  
Educate   
Non educate  

 

Accident Type Table  
Fatal 
Serious  
Normal  

 

Driving speed   
Table  
Slow  
Fast  
Rash  

 
Vehicle Table  
Two Wheeler  
Motor Car   
Heavy Vehicle  
 

Habit Table  
Smoking Habits  
Drinking Habits  
Any other type  

 

Accident Place Table  
Highway  
City  
Urban area  

 

Age key Table  
Eligible   
Non Eligible  
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Step-3: Call M-dimensional_Prune_ 
procedure to filter infrequent 
itemsets and find 1-M-dimensions 
frequent itemset (ML1). 

Step-4:  do while (MLk-1 ! = φ)  { 
Step-5:  Scan datasets and Produce k–M-

dimentions candidate itemsets 
(MCk) from (k-1)-M-dimentions 
frequent itemsets (MLk-1) using M-
dimensional_joining_ procedure. 

Step-6: Call M-dimensional_Prune_ 
procedure to produce k-M-
dimentions  frequent itemsets 
(MLk) from k – M-dimentions 
candidate itemsets (MCk). 

Step-7:  Increment index k by 1. } 
Step-8:  Calculate union of all MLk in 

UML.  
Step-9:  Calculate all possible M-

dimentions rule (MR)   using 
ARM formula. 

Step-10:  Filter interesting MR at the level 
of user’s acceptance.   

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  
 

To explore the behavior of above 
algorithm and for finding the M-dimensional 
association rule we have choose the six 
fields for the simplicity of explanation from 
the above datasets. MS- Excel sheet is used 
to store preprocessed data and SAS 9.2 is 
used for rule generation from surveyed 
accident data.  

All the experiments for rules 
generation are performed on a Pentium 3 
Ghz machine and 2 GB RAM, running 
Microsoft windows 2007. The different M-
dimensions rules are formed on various 
minimum support values 2%, 5%, 10%, 
15%, 20%, 25% and the threshold values are 
10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100.  

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this analysis, it is clear that if we 
use the M-dimensional rule mining approach 
we can handle complex and 
multidimensional road accident data more 
accurately and also mine the conditional 
factors of the various types of accidents. 
Analysis shows that by this method we can 
easily understand the various conditions 
responsible for the various accidents and it 
can helps to prevent the road accident.     
Thus we can provide an additional support 
to take preventive decision of the various 
types of road accidents. This analysis also 
shows the use of M-dimensional rule on the 
data to find efficient and strong analysis of 
results from the data.    
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